Imagilent announces name change to Imaginant
Will continue to focus on digital imaging and ultrasonic products
ROCHESTER, NY, USA (December 15, 2004) – Imagilent Inc., a technology leader in the
development of high quality industrial and scientific digital cameras and imaging systems as well
as ultrasonic gauging technology and products, today announced a new corporate name.
“We are changing our name from Imagilent Inc. to Imaginant Inc. in order to overcome
trademark limitations”, said Richard Barrett, General Manager. “The name Imaginant conveys
the dual meanings of conceiving and imagining, concepts that our company has been noted for
since our first product was launched in 1987. Nothing is changing other than our name, and we
will continue to grow both our digital camera and JSR Ultrasonics brand name product lines”
Barrett said.
In conjunction with the corporate name change, Imaginant has changed the name of its
website to www.imaginant.com.
Imaginant’s digital cameras are used by OEM customers in applications as varied as
portraiture, microscopy and surveillance. Imaginant is now shipping the first of many new
products, the HR-1100c, which is a rugged, 11 Megapixel, color, digital camera with a Gigabit
Ethernet interface.
The Ultrasonic gauging products sold under the JSR Ultrasonics PELT brand name
continue to be widely used by the automotive and other industries to measure the thickness of
coatings on a variety of surfaces, both metallic and nonmetallic. Other uses for JSR Ultrasonics
products include semiconductor inspection, material properties research and pipeline inspection.

About Imaginant and JSR Ultrasonics
Imaginant, a privately held company was founded in 1986 in Rochester, N.Y. The company
designs, develops and manufactures a variety of industrial and scientific ultrasonic measuring
systems, as well as digital cameras and other imaging equipment. For more information about
Imaginant or JSR Ultrasonics, visit Imaginant’s website at www.imaginant.com. Imaginant, JSR
Ultrasonics and PELT are trademarks of Imaginant Inc.

